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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTICW 
Polyadic group theory was initiated by Wilhelm Domte (2) 
and considerably developed by the logician Emil Post (5). The 
subject then lay dormant for a period of time, but in recent 
years has received some attention (see Literature Cited). 
Quite recently the theory has been applied by Grzymala-Busse 
(3) to the development of polyadic automata, which may 
stimulate further research. Polyadic group theory is a 
generalization of group theory. In this chapter we shall 
explain the nature of this generalization. 
A semigroup is an algebraic structure with a single, 
associative, binary operation. A group may be defined as a 
semigroup in which the equations ax = b smd xa = b are 
each uniquely solvable for x. If we generalize the arity of 
the operation of a semigroup, we obtain 
Definition Por any positive integer m22, an 
m-semigroup (M, [ ]) is an algebraic structure with an 
associative m-ary operation [ ], which we will refer to as 
multiplication. 
When convenient, we will denote an algebraic structure 
by its underlying set. Thus the m-semigroup (M, [ J) may be 
refered to as the m-semigroup M. 
The associativity condition of Definition 1 may be written 
[[a^ a2 ... a^ ] a^ _^  ^... 
2 
- [ai[a.2 ••• a-m+i-l ••• ^ -2111-1^  
= [a^  ... aa_ i [am ' 
In order to economize on notation, we make the following 
conventions: for the sequence ... x^ , write x^ ; for 
XX ... X (i times), write x^  as usual; but for x.x. ... x. 
J J U 
(i times), write (x.)^  to avoid ambiguity. We understand 
x^  to mean x. and x^  with j>i to mean the empty sequence. 
Further, we understand x^  to mean the empty sequence. 
Using this notation, the associativity condition may be 
written i=l, .... m-1. 
Because of associativity, we may extend the m-ary 
operation to a (k(m-1)+1)-ary operation where k is a positive 
integer. Since products are only defined for sequences of 
these lengths, to further simplify notation, we let 
<k> = k(ra-1)+1 for any non-negative integer k. Then the 
product [x^ ^^ ] is well defined for any k ^  0 if we under­
stand that [x!^  ^= x^ . 
As examples of m-semigroups, consider the followingî 
1. The set N of positive integers under the usual 
binary addition is a 2-semigroup. Observe that 
a 2-semigroup is an ordinary semigroup. 
2. The set N of positive integers under extended 
m-ary addition is an m-semigroup. 
3 .  The set S of negative real numbers under 
3 
(2m+1)-ary multiplication is a (2m+l)-semigroup 
for any positive integer m. 
4. The set <N> = (m-1 )N-f 1 
= {m, 2m-1, 3m-2, ...j 
under m-ary addition is an m-semigroup. 
In an m-semi group, the concept of an identity sequence 
replaces the concept of an identity element. 
Definition 2: A sequence of m-1 elements a®~^  of an 
m-semigroup M is called an m-1 identity iff for all xeM, we 
have 
[xa^ -^ ] = X = [a®-!*]. 
It is only in the case that m=2, that an m-1 identity is an 
identity element. 
Generalizing the previously given definition of a group, 
we can say that an m-group is an m-semigroup in which each of 
the equations 
[a^ xa?^ !| ] = b i = 0, 1, ..., m-1 
is uniquely solvable for x. There are m such equations for 
every sequence a®~^  and element b. When m=2, the equations 
are precisely those whose solutions are required for a 
semigroup to be a group. 
It happens that we need not postulate the existence of 
solutions for all m equations for m>2. Furthermore, other 
useful conditions are equivalent to those of equation 
solvability. The following theorem is due to P. M. Sioson 
4 
(impublished). 
Theorem For an m-semi group (M, [ ]) with m>2, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
1. [a®~^ xj = b and [xa^ ~^ J = b are each 
uniquely solvable for x. 
2. [a|xa^ ~j] = b i = 1, m-2 are each 
uniquely solvable for x. 
3. For each sequence a™"^ , there exists a 
unique element x such that xa^ ~^  and 
a®~^ x are m-1 identities. 
4. For each sequence a™~^ , there exists a 
unique element x such that each cyclic 
permutation of xa^ ^^  other than those in 
condition 3 is an m-1 identity. 
5. For each element a, there is a unique 
element â such that a^ ^^ a and aa'^  ^  are 
m-1 identities. 
6. For each element a, there is a unique 
element a such that a^ aa™"^ "^  is an m-1 
identity for each integer i such that 
0<i<m-2. 
Proof; We will prove the following set of implications. 
2^1 -^3 
J. 
4 —> 6 <— 5 
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Note that we have excluded the case ni=2 for this theorem. 
Lemma J_; Assume condition 1 holds. If a^ ~^  is such that 
[xa^ ~^  j = X = [a^ '^ 'x] for some x, then a®""^  is an m-1 
identity. 
Proof; We must show that [ya®~^ J = y = [a^ ^^ y] for all 
y. The equation [xb®~^zj = y has a unique solution for 2 
where is an arbitrary sequence. Then 
y = [xb-f-^ z] = [[a'l'-^ Jbl'-^ z] 
Similarly, y = [ya?~ ]•// (We will always use the double 
slash, //, to indicate the end of a proof.) 
Lemma 2s Assume condition 1 holds. If [a^ ~^ x] = x for 
all X or [xa^ ""^  ] = x for all x, then a^ ~^  is an m-1 identity. 
Proof; We will show that [a®~^ xj = x implies 
[xa^ ""* ] = X. The converse may be proved in the same manner. 
Clearly, [a^ ~^ a^ J = a^ . Now 
= [ao[a-^ a,]a-2j 
which implies that [a .a™"^  ] = a. .. Hence by the proof of 
m—1 I m—I 
Lemma 1, [xa^ "^ ] = x.// 
Lemma Assume condition 1 holds. If a^ "^  is an m-1 
identity, then all of its cyclic permutations are m-1 identities. 
Proof; We will show that a^ '^  ^is an m-1 identity. The 
6 
lemma then follows "by induction. Clearly, 
m-l n r» _m-1. 
a 1 = [afa^ ] = [a^ a^ -'a^ ], 
Hence x = [xa^ '^ a^ ] by the proof of lemma 1 and 
X = [ag'^^x] by Lemma 2.// 
We return to the proof of Theorem 1 with 
1 _2; We must show that [a^ xa®~!| J = b is uniquely 
solvable for x. For arbitrary a, let the equations 
[b^ ;]a^ a] = a = [aa?;]c^ ] 
be determined by condition 1. Then by the lemmas, a^ b^ _!| 
and c^ a?~] are m-1 identities. Choose 
and we have 
[aX:îû = 
= [aX:lK4;]]] 
= [aX:lb] 
= b# 
If [a^ xa"^ ]] = [a|ya?~]], then we have 
which implies that x=y.// 
2—» 1 : We show that [xa^ ~^ ] = b is uniquely solvable 
for X. The proof that [a®~^ x] = b is uniquely solvable is 
similar. Let the equation 
[o°-^ [c„a»-l]] = b 
7 
be determined by condition 2. Then by associativity, we have 
] = b. 
Hence x = [c®]. Uniqueness follows as in 1—> 2. 
1 —» 3 and 1 —> 4; Let the sequence a™~^  be given. By 
condition 1, there exists an x such that [aa^ ^^ x] = a. By 
the lemmas, we have that any cyclic permutation of a!j^ ~^ x is 
an m-1 identity. 
3 —> 5 ; Let a be given. Then by condition 3 with 
a_ = a, i = 1, ..., m-1, there exists an x such that a°^ ~^ x 
and xa^ ~^  are m-1 identities. Let â = x. 
4—> 6; Same proof as 3—> 3 »  
Lemma Ai Assume that condition 5 holds. Then 
[a^ aa®"^ ""^  ] = a for any integer k such that 0*k<m-1 . 
Proof ; By condition 5 we have that 
[aa'^ -^ a] = a = [aaa*-^ ]' 
Hence the lemma is true for k=0 and k=1. Then by induction on 
k, we have 
a = 
= [a^ '"^ i[a"^ "^ ia°'"^ -''] 
= [a^ âa""-^ -''].// 
5 —» 6; By condition 5 and Lemma 4 we have 
[a^ lLa^ '-^ -^ x] = [a^ Ea'^ -^ -^ Ea'^ -^ axj] 
8 
= X 
and similarly, 
[xeJ^Ea*-]*-2] = X. 
6—» 1 ; Let [a^ ~^ x] = b be an equation with arbitrary 
a*^ ~^  and b. Choose 
- = ••• 
Then it may be verified that x is the unique solution to 
[a^ ~^ x] = b. Similarly, we can express the solution to 
[xa®-'j=b.// 
An m-group is an m-semigroup that satisfies any one of 
the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1. Observe in particular 
that conditions 5 and 6 imply the existence of a unary 
operation It will be seen that this operation is related 
to the inverse operation in group theory. For this reason 
and for the constructions of later chapters, we adopt 
Definition For any positive integer m>2, an m-group 
(M; [ J, "*) is an algebraic structure with an m-ary operation 
[ ] and a unary operation ~ satisfying 
i) (M, [ ]) is an m-semigroup. 
ii) For all a^ M, any permutation of a^ ~^ a is an 
ra-1 identity. 
We have not really eliminated the case m=2, since any 
2-group may equivalently be thought of as an m-group by 
extending the operation. With this thought in mind and 
9 
because condition 1 of Theorem 1 is directly applicable, a 
2-group is effectively an ordinary group. 
We shall prefer the term m-group to the more vague term 
polyadic group. As examples of m-groups, consider: 
1. The set 2 of all integers under 3-ary 
addition is a 3-group in which the operation 
" corresponds with the usual inverse 
operation. 
2. The set Z of all integers under m-ary 
addition is an m-group in which 
â = (2-m)a for all atZ. 
3. The set <Z> = (m-1 )Z+1 
= [1, 1±(m—1), 1±2(m—1), •••J 
under m-ary addition is an m-group in which 
â = (2-m)a for all atZ. 
4. A coset M of a normal subgroup N of index m-1 
of a group G is an m-group iff M is a 
generator of the quotient group G/N. 
10 
CHAPTER II. BASIC RESULTS 
In this chapter we shall deal with the concepts necessary 
for the constructions of Chapters III and IV. These include 
sub m-groups, m-group homomorphisms, and congruence relations. 
Definition A sub m-group N of an m-group M is a subset 
of M that is closed under the operations [ ] and 
Since an m-group has no zero-ary operation, it follows 
that the empty subset is a sub m-group of every m-group. 
Furthermore, every m-ary idempotent, i.e., every a such that 
[a®] = a, is a one element sub m-group. For example, consider 
where p is prime. Then every element is of order p. So if 
we consider as a (p+l)-group, every element is a one 
element sub (p+1)-group. We also note the following 
Theorem The intersection of a family of sub 
m-groups of an m-group M is a sub m-group of M. 
Proof: Let N = every sequence a^  of elements 
of N, consider the element b = [a^ ]. For each N^ , the 
elements of a® are in and so btN^ . But then b = 
Similarly, for every a*N, we have a*N.// 
Utilizing Theorem 1, we may define what we mean by a set 
of generators of an m-group. 
Definition _2: Let S be a set of elements of an m-group M. 
Let J be the family of sub m-groups of M that contain S. 
Then N = is the sub m-group of M generated by S, and 
11 
s is a set of generators for N. 
Definition Let M and M' be m-groups. An m-group 
homomorphism is a function h : M->M* which satisfies 
i) h([a®]) = [lx(a,) ... MaJ], 
ii) h(a) = hCa}. 
As in group theory, it happens that the conditions of 
Definition 3 are not independent. In fact, we have 
Theorem 2x Any function h : M-+M* from an m-group M 
into an m-group M' which satisfies condition i of Definition 3 
is an m-group homomorphism. 
Proof: Consider the products [a^ ~^ axj = x and 
[xa'^ '^ a] = X in M. Since h : M-»M' preserves multiplication, 
we have [(h(a))°^ ~^ h(a)h(x)J = h(x) and 
[h(x)(h(a))°^ '"^ h(a)] = h(x). Thus (h(a) )°^ ~^ h(iL) is an m-1 
identity which implies that h(a) = h(aj.// 
Theorem 3; Let h : M-^ M* be an. m-group homomorphism. . 
Let a«M and a'eM' be m-ary idempotents. Then the image 
h(a) of a and the inverse image h~^ (a') of a' are sub m-
groups of M' and M respectively. 
Proof; Since [a°^ ] = a implies that [(h(a))™] = h(a), 
we have that h(a) is an m-ary idempo tent in M' and hence 
defines a sub m-group. On the other hand, let a® be a 
sequence of elements in M, all of which map into a' under h. 
Then 
h(taf]) = [h(a,) ... h(a^ )] 
12 
= [(a')*] 
= a'. 
Also, ii(a) = h(aj = = a', Thus the inverse image of a' is 
closed under multiplication and bar.// 
As is commonly inderstood, a monomorphism is an infective 
homomorphism, an epimorphism is a surjective homomorphism, and 
an isomorphism is both a monomorphism and as epimorphism. 
Theorem 4: If i : M-$M" is an isomorphism and i = e»m 
where m : M-»M' and e : are homomorphisms, then m 
is a monomorphism and e is an epimorphism. 
Proof; Since i is a monomorphism, we have a / b in M 
implies that i(a) / i(b) in M". But then e(m(a)) ^  e(m(b)) 
which implies that m(a) / m(b) in M* and so M must be a 
monomorphism. Since also i is an epimorphism, for every a" in 
M", there is an a in M such that i(a) = a". But then 
e(m(a)) = a" aind so for every a", there is an a' in M' 
(namely ra(a) ) such that e(a') = a".// 
An equivalence relation is a reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive binary relation on a set. We shall rely heavily 
in the sequel on equivalence relations that preserve m-group 
operations. 
Definition 4: Let M be an m-group. A congruence rela­
tion in M is an equivalence relation in M which satisfies 
i) a^ b^^  i = 1, ..., m imply [a'^ ] [b^ J 
ii) a'^ b implies 
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Theorem The set of equivalence classes determined 
by a congruence relation,^  in M is an m-group. 
Proof ; Define [A^ ] in M/^  to be [[a^ ]} where 
and [b] denotes the equivalence class containing b. This 
operation is well defined by i of Definition 4. Furthermore, 
it is clear that it inherits associativity from M. Define H 
in M/A, to be [â] where afA. Condition ii of Definition 4 
implies that the operation is well defined. Finally, it is 
clear that any permutation of A^ "^ % is an m-1 identity.// 
Definition 5: The m-group U/^  is called the quotient 
m-group of M by the congruence relation 
It is well known that the set of congruence relations in 
a group G (and hence quotient groups of Gr) is in one to one 
correspondence with the set of normal subgroups of G. No such 
simple correspondence exists in the case of m-groups. However, 
we can state 
Theorem Si An element N of M/^  is a sub m-group of M if 
it contains an m-ary idempotent. 
Proof; Let a^  be a sequence of elements in K and b be an 
m-ary idempotent in N. Then [a^ j^ [b'^ ] = b, and a'^ b = b, so 
N is closed under multiplication and bar. Hence N is a sub 
m-group of M,// 
We note several connections between the concepts of 
homoraorphism and congruence relation. 
Theorem 7: If h : M-»M' is an m-group homomorphism, 
14 
then the relation a^ -b iff h(a) = h(b) is a congruence 
relation in M. Conversely, if ~ is a congruence relation in 
M, then the function h : defined by h(a) = i&i is 
an m-group epimorphism. 
Proof; It is clear that defined by a-'b iff 
h(a) = h(b) is an equivalence relation because = is an 
equivalence relation. Now if a^ b^^  ^ for i = 1, m 
then h(a^ ) = h(b^ ) and so 
ii(Ca®]) = [h(a^ ) ... h(a^ )J 
= [h(b^ ) ... h(bjjj)J 
= h([b*]) 
which implies that [a!|^ ]~[b^ ]. Similarly, if a^ b^, then 
h(a) = h(b) so 
h(a) = h^ a) = hlb) = h("E) 
and we have a-^ . 
Conversely, we show that the function h : which 
is trivially surjective, is also a homomorphism. For 
[h(a^ ) ... h(a^ )] = [fa^ l ... 
= [^a?]] 
= h([a^ ]). 
By Theorem 2, h is a homomorphism.// 
Theorem 8: Let h : M->M* be an m-group homomorphism 
and ~ the induced congruence relation in M. Then is 
isomorphic to the image of h. 
Proof : Define a function i : M/^ ">Im(h) by 
15 
i((a.}) = h(a) for all i&l in Hl/^ . Now i is well defined since 
if a-b then i(fa%) = h(a) = h(b) = i(Sb)). Further, i is a 
homomorphism because 
) ... = i([[a'JJ5) 
= h([a®]) 
= [ii(a^ ) ... h(a^ )] 
= ) ... 
Finally we show that i is a one to one correspondence. If 
i(ta]) = i((bj), then h(a) = h(b) which implies that a-^ b or 
fa} = fb]. And for all b in Im(h), there exists an a in M 
such that h(a) = b. Equivalently, i(fa%) = b.// 
As with homomorphisms, the defining conditions of 
congruence relations are not independent. 
Theorem 9; Any equivalence relation ^  in an m-group M 
satisfying condition i of Definition 4 is a congruence 
relation in M. 
Proof : is an m-semigroup under the operation [ ] 
defined as in Theorem 5. Define a function h : M-»MA Tsy 
h(a) = %a%. Clearly, h is surjective and further it preserves 
multiplication as in Theorem 7. Thus h is an m-semigroup 
homomorphism. But as in Theorem 2, we can define 
h(a) = h(a) and is seen to be an m-group. Then h is an 
m-group homomorphism and so finally by Theorem 7, a-^ b implies 
16 
CHAPTER III. FREE m-QROUPS AND FREE m-SEMIGROUPS 
Definition J_: A free m-group (F,f) on the set S is an 
m-group F together with a function f ; S-»P such that, for 
every function g : S->X from S into an m-group X, there 
exists a unique m-group homomorphism h : F-»X satisfying 
h • f = g. 
We shall give standard proofs of the basic characteristics 
of any free object and then show the existence of free m-groups 
by construction. Several applications of free m-groups will 
then be given. Finally, we shall make a brief study of free 
m-semigroups. 
Theorem 2: If (F,f) is a free m-group on s set S, then 
f is infective. 
Proof ; Given x and y, distinct elements of S, we must 
show that f(x) / f(y). Let an m-group X be given such that 
X has more than one element, and define a function g : S-+X 
such that g(x) / g(y). Then 
h(f(x)) = g(x) ^  g(y) = h(f(y)) 
and so we must have f(x) / f(y).// 
Theorem If (P,f) is a free m-group on a set S, then 
f(S) generates F. 
Proof; Let S be the sub m-group of F generated by f(S). 
We must show that E = P. Since E is generated by f(S), f 
defines a function g : S-*E such that i » g = f where 
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i : E->P is the inclusion homomorphism. By definition, there 
must exist a unique homomorphism h : P-*2 such that 
ho f = g. Consider the following diagram: 
Clearly, 1p * f = f. But also (ioh)of = i » (h * f ) = i » g = f. 
By the uniqueness condition we must have 1p = i® h. But then 
i is an epimorphism. Since i is also a monomorphism, we have 
E = P.// 
Theorem 3: If (P,f) and (P',f') are free m-groups on the 
same set S, then there exists a unique isomorphism j : P-»P' 
such that j o f = f ' . 
Proof; Since (P,f) is a free m-group on S, there exists 
a unique homomorphism j : P-+P' such that j « f = f|. Since 
(P',f') is a free m-group on S, there exists a unique 
homomorphism k : F'—*P such that k«f' = f. Consider the 
following diagram: 
S f 
P 
S f 
p 
Clearly, 1p«f = f. But also 
(koj)of = ko(jof) = k o f ' = f. 
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By the uniqueness condition we .must have 1p = k o j. But then 
j is a raonomorphism and k is an epimorphism. We may similarly 
show that j is an epimorphism, thus completing the proof.// 
Theorem 4: For any set S there always exists a free 
m-group (P,f) on S. 
Proof; Let 3 be a set disjoint from and equipotent to S. 
Denote the one to one correspondence by s •<-» s. Consider the 
set E of all finite sequences in S U S of length k(m-1)+1, 
k = 0 ,  1 ,  . . . .  
Define a binary relation on E as follows: 
x^  can be transformed into Xg by a finite number of applications 
of the following rules: 
i) Deletion of a block of m-1 consecutive 
elements having one of the forms 
i = 1, m-1, s S. 
ii) Insertion of a block of m-1 elements of one 
of the same forms. 
It is clear that ^  is an equivalence relation. Per x«x by 
insertion and deletion of the same block; X^ /^Xg implies 
xg-vx^  by reversing the steps involved in transforming x^  into 
Xg: and, x^ '^ 'xg and Xg'^ x^  implies x^ "vx^  by following the 
steps involved in transforming x^  into Xg with those for 
transforming Xg into x^ . 
Let P = EA denote the partition on E induced by^  . Let 
fx} denote the equivalence class of P containing the sequence x. 
19 
Define an m-ary operation [ ] on P as follows; 
[fxYlfXgi ... = fXyXg *•* 
Observe that x^ xg ... x^  is an element of E. Por the length 
of x,x_ ... x^  is 
1 c m 
(k^  (m—1 )+1 )+(lC2(m—1 )+1 + ... +(k^ (m—1 )+1 ) 
= (k^ +kgH- ... +kjjj+1 )(m-1 )+1 
where k^ (n-1 )+1 is the length of x^ . Furthermore, the 
operation is well defined. If x^ ~x^  ', Xg'-Xg', ..., 
then x.x« ... xv^ x^ 'x-' ... x^ ' I /d m I <i m 
by successively transforming x^ xg ... x^  into 
x^ 'xg ... Xjjj, x^ 'xg' ... x^ , ..., and finally, x^ 'xg' 
x^ '. It is clear that [ ] is associative. 
Define a unary operation ~ on P as follows: 
... s:<fi 
= 
^+1 ®i 
where e^  = ±1 and e^  ^~ ) -i implies x^  = ; —. This 
representation is an element of E, for its length is 
(m-2)((m-2)(k(ra-1)+1 )) = [(m-2)^ k+(m-3)](m-1)+1. Furthermore, 
the operation is well defined. For if x~x', then x' differs 
from X only by blocks of the forms s^ '^ ss™^ "^^ , i = 1, ..., 
n-1, and these blocks map into (m-2) blocks of forms 
m-i-1 times  ^i-1  ^
20 
which, may be completely deleted by m-2 applications of rule i. 
It is easily verified that any permutation of is 
an m-1 identity. 
Hence (P, [ ], ~") is an m-group. We define a function 
f:S-»P by f(3) = fs} for every 3*S. Clearly f is 
infective and fCs) generates P. 
We shall now establish that (P,f) is a free m-group on S. 
Let X be an m-group and g ; S-»X be a function from S into X. 
Define a function h : P-»X as follows; 
h({x%) = h({s^  ^Sg^  ... 
= [gCs,)*] gCsg)*: ... 
Since h([^ x^ \ = h( fx^  .. 
= ... ... . 
®m, <k •> • 
" *1 i > ^  
= [6(3i,i) ' ••• sCSjn, ) ] 
e 
 ^e. 1 1,<Lk:.,>, , e„ ®m, <k > 
= [hlfs^  * ... ••• ®m,<kjjj> 
= [hCfx^ ï ) ... h([xjjjp] 
we have that h is a homomorphism. Clearly, h satisfies 
h «» f = g. 
To prove the uniqueness of h, let k : X denote an 
21 
arbitrary homomorphiain such that kof = g. Then 
k((x3) = ... 
. ... 
= [k(  ^ ... 
= [g(s,)^ 1 ... g(3(k,)^ <k'] 
= h({x5). 
Since { x| was arbitrary, we have k = h.// 
The m-group (m-1)Z+1 is the free m-group on a set with 
one element. Note that it is a coset of (m-1)Z which is a 
subgroup of Z. By analogy, we call this m-group the infinite 
cyclic m-group. 
As applications of free m-groups, we give the following 
two theorems. 
Theorem 5: If S is a set of generators of an m-group M, 
then every element of M can be written as the product of a 
finite sequence of elements in Su s of length <k> for some 
k. 
Proof; Let (P,f) be the free m-group on S and g ; 3-»M 
the inclusion function. Then there exists a unique homo-
morphism h : P-»M such that hof = g. Consider the sub 
m-group h(P) of M. Since 
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S = ê(S) = hof(3) = h(f(S)) C h(P) 
and since S generates M, it follows that h(P) = M. Hence, 
h is an epimorphisn. 
Let a be an arbitrary element of M. Then there exists an 
element x of P such that h(^ x5) = a. It follows that 
a = h(fx]) = h([3®1 ... 
= [g(3-,) ^  ... g(3<k,) 
Theorem 6i Every m-group M is isomorphic to a quotient 
m-group of a free m-group. 
Proof; Let 3 be a set of generators of M. Let (P,f) be 
the free m-group on S and let g : S-»M be the inclusion 
function. Then there exists a unique homomorphism h : P-»M 
such that ho f = g. As in Theorem 5, we may show that h is 
an epimorphism. Let be the congruence relation in P induced 
by h. It follows from Theorem 8 of Chapter II that P/^  is 
isomorphic to M.// 
In the construction of the free m-group, only sequences 
of length k(m-l)+1 were admitted to the set E. If all 
finite sequences were admitted, a non-standard construction of 
a free m-group on the same set S is obtained. If we call a 
coset of a normal subgroup a generating coset in the case that 
it is a generator of the quotient group, we have 
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Theorem 7: The free m-group on a set S is a generating 
COset of a normal subgroup of index m-1 of a free group on S. 
Proof; Let the set E' consist of all finite sequences 
over SUS, and let P' = E'/~. Without length constraints, 
we may define a binary operation [ ] ' by [ fxgS]' = fx^ xgj^  
That this operation is well defined follows from the same 
argument. Using the same definition of the unary operation 
we construct the derived unary operator by 
= [ fx^ '^-^ TxJ] '. Finally, we define e =  ^s™"^ 3 3 for 
any stS. Note that x'^ '^ x « e for all xtE'. Since 
[x]e = (xj = efxj and 
=  ® »  
it follow? that P* is a group. . 
In fact, (P,f) is a free group on S. For the only 
modification in the previous argument is that h(£s^ ) = g(s)^ ~™. 
The set E' is divided into equivalence classes by the 
relation l(x^ ) s ifxg) mod (m-1) where l(x^ ) stands for the 
length of x^ . Since relates elements of equal length mod 
(m-1), the length relation also partitions P'. In fact, the 
equivalence class of P' such that l(x) s 1 mod (m-1) is 
precisely P. 
We claim that the equivalence class G of P' such that 
l(x) = 0 mod (m-1) is a normal subgroup of P*. Por, G is 
closed under multiplication and inversion and contains the 
identity e. Finally, 
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l(x~^ ax) = l(x~^ )+l(a)+l(x) 
and it is easily shown that 
l(x"^ )+l(x) s 0 mod (m-1) for all x in F'. 
The cosets of G in P' are the equivalence classes in P' 
®1 ®i 
under length mod (m-1). For any sequence ... s^  of 
length i = 1, ..., m-2 (mod m-1) can be written as the 
product of arbitrary sequence sij ... s^  of length i and 
a sequence (s^ )^ "^  ^... (slj )'®~^ 3ijs^  ^ Sg^  ••• of length 
zero. Hence G is of index m-1. 
Finally we note that P is a generating coset of G in P' 
since P contains f(S).// 
Corollary 7.1 : Let S be a subset of a free group P 
contained in a generating coset M of a normal subgroup of 
index m-1. Then S is a free set of generators of P iff it is 
a free set of generators of M as an m-group. 
Corollary 7.2: (Post Coset Theorem) An m-group M is a 
generating coset of a normal subgroup of a group of index 
m-1. 
Proof; Let S be a set of generators of M. Construct 
the free m-group P on S as in Theorem 6. Let denote the 
congruence relation induced in P to be the homomorphism h in 
Theorem 6. We know that P/^  is isomorphic to M. 
Prom Theorem 7 we know that P is a coset of a normal 
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subgroup of a group F•. We wish to extend to P•. Since P 
is a generating coset, elements in F' may be written as 
products of elements in P. Let x^ xg ... x^  ^ and y^ yg ... y^  
be arbitrary elements of P'. Then we define 
x^ xg ... yj 
iff i = j and x^ -y^ , Xg^ y^ , x^ '^ y^ . 
It can be immediately verified that w is a congruence in P*. 
Purthermore, this congruence is compatible with the length 
equivalence in the sense that x-^ y implies that 
l(x) = l(y) mod (m-1). 
Hence, M = pA  is a generating coset of the normal 
subgroup of index m-1 of the group P/^ .// 
We shall call the group that contains the m-group as a 
coset the containing group and the normal subgroup of the 
containing group, of which the m-group is a coset, the 
associated group. 
Theorem 8; An m-group homomorphism h : Mg may be 
extended to a group homomorphism h' : where is the 
containing group of If h is a monomorohism or epimorphism, 
then 30 is h'. 
Proof; Since is a set of generators of , we may 
express any element of M| as a product x^ Xg ... x^  of 
elements. We define h'Cx^ Xg ... Xj^ ) to be 
hfx^ yhfxg) ... h(x^ ). We first show that h' is well defined. 
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If x^ Xg ... = ^ 1^ 2 *** then i = j. Otherwise, the 
products would lie in different cosets of the associated group 
of . Now ... x^  = ... in iff 
[z^ x^ z®"^ ] = [z^ x^ z®^ ]^ in for j = 0, 1, 
m-i. But the latter implies that 
[h(z^ ) . «. h(x^ ) h(Xj^ ) ... h( ) ] 
— [h(z^ ) .«. h(y^ ) .. h(y^ ) ... h(zQ^ )^J in Mg 
which is equivalent to h(x^ ) ... h(x^ ) ... h(y^ ) ... h(y^ ) in 
Mg. Clearly, h* is an extension of h and is a homomorphism. 
If h is an epimorphism, then for all y^ yg ... y^  in Mg, there 
exists a x^ xg ... x^  such that 
h(x^ )h(x2) h(x^ ) = y^ yg ... y j; 
hence h' is an epimorphism. If h is a monomorphism, then by 
an argument similar to the one used to show that h' is well 
defined, we can show that h* is a monomorphism.// 
With this close relationship between m-group theory and 
group theory, we may ask what other results, valid in group 
theory, carry over to m-group theory. A question that presents 
itself immediately is: are all sub m-groups of a free m-group 
free? This rather exceptional result is known to hold in 
group theory. The standard method of proof, however, does not 
lend itself to extending the arity of multiplication. So one 
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may attempt to utilize the coset relationships to apply the 
known result in solution of the generalization. Indeed, this 
approach appears to have some promise. For the containing 
group N' of a sub m-group N of a free m-group M is a subgroup 
of the containing group M* of M and so it is free. In fact, 
a set of free generators of N* may be obtained from a Schrier 
right coset function. Then, if this set of generators lies 
in N, it also generates N freely (as an m-group) by 
Corollary 7.1. We conjecture: a minimal Schrier representative 
system yields a set of generators of N' in N'A M where M is a 
contained m-group and the generators of M' are in M. 
In possible support of this conjecture, let us look at a 
simpler structure, the m-semigroup, to see what can be said in 
that case. It is known that not every subsemigroup of a free 
semigroup is free. However, a necessary and sufficient 
condition that a subsemigroup of a free semigroup be free is 
the following; let S be a free semigroup and H a subsemigroup 
of S. Then for all s«S and for all hefl, 3h«H and hs«H 
imply that s«H. If we attempt to generalize this result to 
m-semigroup theory, two approaches present themselves. We 
might require that 
1. [sh^ "^ ]6H and [h^ ^^ sjeH imply stH, or 
2. [3™~\]feH and [hs®~^ ]fiH imply each s^ feH. 
Observe that for the case m=2, these conditions are identical. 
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Furthermore, it is clear that condition 2 implies condition 1. 
We will show that condition 1 is a necessary condition that H 
be free and that condition 2 is a sufficient condition that H 
be free. 
Definition A free m-semigroup (P,f) on the set S is 
an m-semigroup P together with a function f ; S-»P such that, 
for every function g : S-»X from S into an m-semigroup X, 
there exists a unique m-group homomorphism h : P-»X satisfy­
ing h o f = g. 
The following theorems may be proved precisely as Theorems 
1 through 4. 
Theorem If (P,f) is a free m-semigroup on a set S, 
then f is infective. 
Theorem iO; If (P,f) is a free m-semigroup on a set S, 
then f(S) generates P. 
Theorem 11 ; If (P,f) and (P',f') are free m-semigroups on 
the same set S, then there exists a unique isomorphism 
j : P-»P' such that j o f = f '. 
Theorem 12: For any sat S there always exists a- free 
m-semigroup (P,f) on S. 
The proof of Theorem 12 is simpler than that of Theorem ,4 
because no cancellation considerations exist in multiplication. 
In fact, the free m-semigroup on a set S is just the set of all 
finite sequences in S of length k(m-1)+1 for all nonnegative 
k under the operation of m-ary concantenation. Because of the 
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simple nature of multiplication in free m-semigroup s, we 
clearly have 
Theorem 13: In a free m-semigroup, each of the equations 
= [x°-^ b] and 
implies that a = b. 
Definition A set S of generators of an m-semigroup M 
is called a basis iff for every x€S, we have that x is not an 
element of the sub m-semigroup generated by S-fx^ . 
Theorem 14: Every free m-semigroup has a unique basis. 
Proof: Let (P,f) be the free m-semigroup on the set S. 
Consider the set f(S) which is known to generate F. Let x be 
an element of f(S). Then x is a sequence of length one and 
cannot possibly be an element of the sub m-semigroup generated 
by f(S)-fx%. Let T be a set of generators of P. Clearly, T 
must contain f(S). Let teT be such that t $ f(s). Since 
f(S) generates P, we have t = [x^ ^^ ] where each x^ ef(s). 
But then t is an element of the sub m-semigroup generated by 
T-ft3 and so T is not a basis.// 
Theorem 15: Every sub m-semigroup N of a free m-semi­
group M has a unique basis. 
Proof: Let S cN be the set of all indecomposable 
elements in N, i.e., stS implies that s / for any 
positive integer n and where all s^ eS. It is clear that S 
is a basis for N. It is further clear that any set T of 
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generators of N must contain S. But any element in T-S can 
be expressed as a product of elements in S and so T cannot be 
a basis unless T = S.// 
As an example of the foregoing, consider the positive odd 
integers 0=[l, 3» 5, ...J. This is the free 3-3emigroup on 
$1}. The subset 0' = [3, 5, ...$ is clearly a sub 3-3emi-
group. It is easy to see that [3, 5, 7j is a basis for 0'. 
But [3^ ] = [5^ ] so that the basis is not a free set of 
generators and 0' is not free. A sufficient condition that a 
sub la-semigroup of a free m-semigroup be free is given by 
Theorem 16; A sub m-semigroup H of a free m-semigroup P 
is free if for all elements s^ , s^ _^ €F and h«H the 
fact that [s®''^ h]«H and [hs^ ~^  ]cH implies that 
» •••» 
Proof; By Theorem 14, we know that H has a unique basis, 
so we have only to show that it is free. Suppose the contrary, 
i.e., that there exists a non-identical defining relation 
= [c^ ^^ ] among the basis elements. Let i be the 
smallest integer such that b^  ^  c^ . By Theorem 13» we may 
assume that i<m. Let be the unique expression for 
the word in terms of free generators of P. Since no 
cancellations can occur on multiplication, it is clear that 
b. = [a4+<P)], c. = [a4+<%>], and p / q. Suppose p>q. 
i J X J 
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Then ' 
®2 = ^ 3+<p>-m+r •••» ®m-1 = *j+<p>' 
and h = (length <n> in P). 3^  will be a single 
element iff p = q+1. Since b^  is indecomposable, at least one 
3^  cannot be in H. Now 
and [1^ 3^ '] = 
and so, by hypothesis, all s^  ^ are in H. This contradiction 
establishes the theorem.// 
Theorem 17; Let H be a free sub m-semigroup of the free 
m-semigroup P. Then for all elements seP and 
h^ , .. ., h^ _^ 6H the fact that [sh^ "'']eH and [h^ ~''s]éH 
implies that sCH. 
Proof; We shall denote the elements of the unique free 
basis of H by the letters bn (n an integer), c, d with 
indices. Let 
hi = [3h;-1] = [cfl'j, ami = [d^ "'] be 
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the uniqueness expressions of these words in terms of free 
generators of H. Then 
= ... 
Here bl^  > big ~ dg* • • • and 
m—1 
V/e must have <k^ >+ ... +<k^ _^ ><<h>. Otherwise, 
[h®~''xj = [h!j^ "''s bl^ blg bijX] where x is arbitrary. 
Clearly, this cannot exist in a system with no cancellation. 
Therefore, 
= [bl^   ^ ... b(m-l)^  c^ ^^ ] for some 
j<1. That is, 
[h^ ~^ s] = [h®~^ [c!^ ^^ j]. But then by Theorem 13, 
we have s = [c^ ^^ ]<H.// 
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CHAPTER IVi FREE SUMS OP m-GROUPS 
A free siim of a family of m-groups is an m-group that 
contains each m-group in the family as a sub m-group. A free 
sun is a generalization of a free m-group. For, a free m-group 
over a set S is a free sum of a family of infinite cyclic 
m-groups indexed by S. The categorical term for free sum is 
coproduct. We shall give a categorical definition of free 
sums and demonstrate their existence. We shall also note the 
relationship that exists between free sums of m-groups and 
free sums of the containing groups. 
A free sum with amalgamation is a certain quotient m-group 
of a free sum of m-groups that associates (i.e., amalgamates) 
isomorphic sub m-groups of the summands. We shall follow the 
same program with respect to free sums with amalgamation that 
has been outlined for free sums. 
Definition 2: let P = be a family of m-groups. 
A free sum (M, ^ f iel^  on P is an m-group M together with a 
family of homomorphisms  ^f^  such that if 
i-8 a family of homomorphisms into an 
arbitrary m-group X, then there exists a unique homomorphism 
h ; M->X satisfying h® f^  = g^  for all id. 
For Theorems 1 through 6, notation is as in Definition 1. 
Theorem For each iel, fis a monomorphism. 
Proof; Let x and y be distinct elements of We must 
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show that f\(x) / f^ (y). Let an m-group X and a homomorphism 
g^  : X be chosen such that g^ (x) ^  g^ (y). For example, 
let X be the containing group of and g^  the inclusion 
function. Then each g., j / i, may be chosen such that 
0 
g.(M.) = 1. Now 
J  J  
h(f^ (x)) = g^ (x) ^  g^ (y) = h(f^ (y)) 
which implies that f^ (x) / f^ (y)*// 
Theorem £; For i / j, f^ (M^ ) H fj(Mj) = 0. 
Proof: Let an m-group X and homomorphisms : M^ -»X 
and g. : M.->X be chosen such that g^ (M-) H gXM. ) = 0. 1 J  ^  ^ J U 
For example, let X be the integers mod m-1 and g. and g. be 
J  
such that g.(ML) = 0 and g^ CM.) = 1. Then each 
 ^ 1 j J 
g^ , k / i, j, may be chosen such that = 0» Now 
h(f.(M.)) n h(f.(M.)) = 0 which implies that 
11 «J «J 
h(f^ (M_)) jQ fj(Mj)) = 0 and. so 
f.(M^) n fj(Mj) = 0,// 
Theorem 3; M is generated by the union of the images of 
the f^  for all if I. 
Proof: let N = UF-(M.) and let M' <= M be the sub 
i«I ^  
m-group of M generated by N. We must show that M' = M. 
Consider the following diagram: 
fi 
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Since M* is generated by N, there exists a function for 
each i«I defined by kog^  = f^  where k ; M'-> N is the 
inclusion function. This implies the existence of a unique 
hoiaomorphism h : M->M* such that h o f ^ = g^ .^ Consider the 
composition ko h : We have 
(koh)of^ = ko(hof^) = kog^ = f^. 
Since f= f^ , the uniqueness condition implies that 
ko h = 1^ . Hence k is an epimorphism and M* = M.// 
Theorem 4; If (M, are 
free sums over then there exists a unique isomorphism 
such that 3 o f^  for all iel. 
Proof ; Since (M, ^ f j] is a free sum over 
there exists a unique homomorphism j : such that 
j o f^  = f| for all ici. We must show that j is an 
isomorphism. Consider the following diagram; 
exists a unique homomorphism k : M*—>M such that 
k ofI = f^ . Consider the composition k o j ; M-»M. We have 
Since f= f^  the uniqueness condition implies that 
koj = 1^ . Hence j is an epimorphism. Similarly, we can show 
that j is also a monomorphism.// 
(koj)of^ = k o ( j o f = kofj = f^. 
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Theorem 3: Let P = be a family of m-groups. 
Then there exists a free sum (M, on P. 
Proof; With no loss of generality, we assume that the 
elements of P are mutually disjoint. Let W be the set of all 
finite sequences of length k(m~1)+1, k = 0, 1, in 
U M. . Define a binary relation in W as follows: w.^ wr, 
iel 1 
iff can be transformed into Wg by a finite number of 
applications of the following rules; for each i*I, 
i) a block of m elements from may be 
replaced by their product in 
ii) an element x from may be replaced by a 
block of m elements from whose product 
i s  X .  
iii) a block of m-1 elements from which is 
an m-1 identity in may be removed, 
iv) a block of m-1 elements from which is an 
m-1 identity in may be inserted anywhere 
in the sequence. 
Since these rules either decrease or increase that length of 
a sequence by m-1, the resultant sequence is indeed in W. 
It is clear that ^  is an equivalence relation. For, 
w^ 'ww^  by inserting and removing the same product, w^ ^^ wg 
implies wg'^ 'w^  by reversing the steps of the transformation. 
Finally, W^ /^Wg and Wg-^ W^  imply that w^ -^ w^  by following 
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the 3tep3 of the first transformation with those of the 
second. Hence induces a partition W/w on W. Let denote 
the equivalence class in W/v containing w. 
We may define an m-ary operation in W/^  as follows; 
••• = [^ 1^ 2 ••• 
This operation is well defined since w^ -w*, Wg-'W^ , w^ w^  
imply that w^ wg ... w^ ^^ '^ w^ wg ... w^ p^/w^ w^  ... w^ ~... 
... by successively applying the rules of transfor­
mation for the first words, then the second words, etc. Also 
observe that 
Ifw^Wg ... w^) = l(w^)+l(w2)+ ... +1(%) 
= (m—1 )+1+k2(m—1 )+1+ ... +kjjj(m—1 )+1 
= (k^ +k2+ ... +kjjj+1 ) (m—1 )+1 
so that w^^ wg ... w^  ^ is indeed an element of W/v. It is 
clear that CJ as defined is associative. 
A unary operation ~ may be defined by 
{w^  = [a-, ... a<ic>3 
= --
where each a.€ U M.. Observe that 
1 i6l 1 
llfw]) - (m-2)(m-2)l(w) 
= (m-2)^ (k(m-1)+1) 
= (m-2)^ k(m-1)+(m-2)^  
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= (m-2)^ k(ni-1 )+(m-3)(m-1 )+1 
= ( (in-2)^ k+(m-3) )(ni-1 )+1 
which implies that [wj is in Also " is well defined, as 
may be verified by successive applications of the rules of 
transformation and the definition of Clearly the 
definition of satisfies the requirement that any 
permutation of is an m-1 identity in W/~. 
Denote by M. Thus (M, [],"") is an m-group. It 
remains to show that it is the free sum over P. For each iei 
define a function f^  ^ ; M^ -^ M by f^ (x) = Clearly 
each f is a monomorphism. For notational convenience in the 
sequel, we note that f =  ^f. : U M.—>M is a well defined 
i6l ^  i£l 1 
function. 
Let be a family of homomorphisms into 
an m-group X. Then g = LV : W M.—»X is a well defined 
iel ^  iC 1 
function. Define a function h : M->X by 
h(£w^ ) = h(^ a^  ... a^ %)3) 
—  • • •  
Since l(w) = k(m-l)+1, the product in X is well defined. 
And since each g^  is a homomorphism, it follows from the rules 
of transformation that h is well defined. It is seen that h 
is a homomorphism for 
h({w^  ... ••• &l,<i>*2,1 ••• •** 
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= [g(ai^ i) ... gCa* 
= [[g(a^ j) ... •.. ) ••• 
= [h( ) bfEw^ S)]. 
Furthermore, for each iel, if a«M^ , then 
h®f^(a) = h(f^(a)) = h(Ea%) = g^(a). 
Finally we must prove the uniqueness of h. Let k : M-»X 
be any homoraorphism satisfying k^ f^  = for all iej. 
Then 
k(lw3) = k(E[a^  ... 
= lc([[a^ 3 ... 
= Ck([a^ 3 ) ... )] 
= k(f(a^ )) ... k(f(a<i)))] 
= [gCa^) ••• g(a^^^)] 
= h(fw3). 
Since ^  w3 was arbitrary, we have k = h.// 
The Post coset theorem showed in general that every 
m-group has a containing group (in the strict sense). We 
observed in Chapter III that the containing group of a free 
m-group was free. Similarly, we have 
Theorem 6: The containing group of the free sum on a 
family P of m-groups is the free sum on the family of 
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containing groupa of P. 
Proof: Let (M, be the free sum on P. For 
each, iel, let be the containing group of and let M' 
be the containing group of M. Then by Theorem 8 of Chapter III 
each f^  extends to a group monomorphism f^  : We claim 
that (M', is the free sum on P' = 
Let |g| ; be a family of group homomorphisms. 
Then £g^  = g^  j may be considered a family of m-group 
homomorphisms into the m-group X. Then there exists a unique 
m-group homomorphism h : M-»X satisfying h ®f^  = g^  for 
all i in I. Now h extends to a group homomorphism h* ; M'—>X 
by the natural definition 
h(m') = hCm^ mg ... m^ )^ 
= hfm^ïhfmg) ... him^)*X, 
The uniqueness of h' follows immediately from the uniqueness of 
h. 
Definition 2: Let F = be a family of m-groups 
such that there exists a family s^^  : of mono-
morphisms from an m-group E into each A free sum with 
amalgamated sub m-group E (M, on P is an m-group M 
together with a family of homomorphisms f^^  ; 
such that 
i) f.os. =f.os. for all i and j in I. 
1 3 -  J  « J  
ii) if [g^  : is a family of homo-
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morphisms into an m-group X such that 
g. o 3. = g. o 3. for all i and j in I, then 
^  ^  W W  
there exists a unique homomorphism 
h : M-»X satisfying h » f ^ = g^  for all i 
in I. 
In Theorems 7 through 12, notation is as in Definition 2. 
Theorem 7: For each iti, f^  is a monomorphism. 
Theorem 7 does not follow from the defining universal 
mapping property as did the corresponding Theorem 1 for free 
sums. In fact, a free sum with amalgamation on a family of 
two m-group s is precisely a push out diagram. It is well 
known that s^  is a monomorphism implies is a monomorphism 
only if we are working in an Abelian category. That Theorem 7 
is true will be shown in the construction of Theorem 11. 
Theorem 8; For i / j, f f^ (M^ ) = f^ o s^ (E). 
As with Theorem 7, Theorem 8 does not follow from the 
defining universal mapping property. We note that we must 
have f^ (M^ ) D f f su^ E) directly from Definition 2, 
but the reverse inclusion will have to be shown in the 
construction of Theorem 11. 
Theorem 9: M is generated by the union of the images of 
the F^  for all ici. 
Theorem 10; If (M, and (M', are 
free sums with amalgamation over P, then there exists a unique 
isomorphism j : such that j o f~ all i^ I. 
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Theorems 9 and 10 may be proved precisely as we proved 
Tneorems 3 and 4. 
Theorem 11 : Let F = j, be a family of m-groups 
such that there exists a family  ^s^  ^ i of mono-
morphisms from an m-group E into each Then there exists 
a free sum with sunalganaated sub m-group E (M, ^ f iel^  over 
P. 
Proof; Let (M', be the free sum on P and 
define a binary relation on M' as follows. For all w^  and 
Wg in M', w^ '^ wg iff w^  can be transformed into Wg by 
a finite number of applications of the following rule: 
i) for all i and j in I and for all eeS, any 
appearance of s^ (e) in w^  may be replaced 
by 8j(e). 
Clearly, wy~w^  for all w^ eM'. The symmetry of ^  follows 
by reversing the steps involved in showing w^ '^ 'wg, and the 
transitivity of ^  follows by juxtaposing the steps involved 
in showing w^ '^ w^  with those showing wg'-w^ . Hence is an 
equivalence relation. Furthermore, it is a congruence. For 
w^ A/wj, •••» implies [wywg ... w^ ] 
[w^ w^  ... w^ ] by juxtaposing all steps. Let M = M'A' be 
the quotient m-group of M' of modulo ^  . For each i in I, let 
the function f^  be defined by the composition of f^  with the 
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natural projection of M* onto M. (As in Theorem 5, we will 
refer to the function f = U f^  M where convenient.) 
i«I ^   ^
We claim that (M, ^ fitl^  the free sum with amalgamated 
sub m-group E on P. 
Before completing the proof, we shall show that Theorems 7 
and 8 follow directly from this construction. Let w.j and 
be distinct elements of M such that for some i there exists 
m.j and elements of such that f^ (m^ ) = w^  and 
f^Cmg) = Wg. Now there is no way that w^ may be transformed 
into Wg by rule i. Hence w^ '^ 'Wg and f^ (m^ ) / f^ Cmg). This 
proves Theorem 7. Now let w^ j and Wg be distinct elements of 
M such that for distinct i and j in I, there exists m^  in 
and mg in Mj such that f^(m^) = w^, fjCmg) = Wg, 
m^ *3^ (E), and mgis^ CE). Then there is no way that w^  may be 
transformed into Wg by rule i. Hence for all w^  in the image 
of M-- 3.(3) and for all w« in the image of Ms.(E), we have 
X X  ^  j  J  
This implies that f\(m^ ) / fj(m2) and so 
f.(M.) n f.(M.) = f. o 3.(3). This proves Theorem 8. 
XX J J X i 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 11, let e^ E be 
given. Then for all i and j in I 
f^o s^(e) = fj°Sj(e). 
Since e was arbitrary, we have f. o s. = f.os.. 
X X  J  J  
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liow let be a family of homomorphisms 
sucr* that g.o s- = g.os. for all i and j in I. As before, let 
1 - 3 .  3  J  
g = LV g : V M.—^ X. ) Then there is a unique homomorphism 
if I ^  iti ^  
h' ; M'-»X such that h'o f^  = g^  for all i in I. Consider 
the congruence relation ^  in M' induced by h*. Clearly for any 
e«3, g. o  3.(e) = g.o s.(e) which implies i J J 
h'(ff o s.(e)) = h'(f^ o s .(e) ) il J J 
and so f!os.(e)*f^ o s.(e). Hence, w.,-w„ implies 
i 1. J J I C \ C 
and 7/e may define h : M-*X by h(fmj) = h'(m). It is well 
known that h is a well defined homomorphism. 
It remains to show the uniqueness of h. Assume that 
k : M—»X is any homomorphism such that k® f^  ^= g^  for all i 
in I. Then 
k(w) = k([[m^ ra2 ... 
= k([^m^j fmg] ... J) 
= [k(fm^ %)k(fm2%) ... k(fm^ ^^ j )] 
= [k(f(m^  ))k(f(ra2)) ... lc(f(m^ ^^ ))J 
= [g(ini )g(ni2) ... 
= h(w).// 
Theorem 12; The containing group of the free sum with 
amalgamation on a family P of m-groups is the free sum with 
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amalgamation on the family of containing groups of P. 
This theorem may be proved exactly as Theorem 6. 
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CHAPTER V. EXT0TSIONS OP m-ALGSBRA THEORY 
In tni3 final chapter we shall define several new 
algebraic structures related to m-groups. These structures 
would seem to be interesting areas in which to do additional 
research. 
The concept of a commutative m-group may be formulated 
as naturally as for binary groups. We have 
Definition An Abelian m-group is an m-group M 
satisfying [a^ J = [ap(i) ••• ^ p(in)^  for all a^ e^M where 
p is any permutation on fl, ..., mj. 
As examples of Abelian m-groups, we have any m-group 
whose containing group is Abelian. Also the infinite cyclic 
m-group (m-l)Z+1 is Abeli^  as is any cyclic m-group. By 
taking the usual quotient structure of a free m-group, one 
can easily construct the free Abelian m-group over any set and 
show that all the results related to free m-groups in 
Chapter III hold for free Abelian m-groups. These structures 
have received some study by Post and others. 
A ring is an algebraic structure that is an Abelian 
group under one binary operation, a semigroup under another, 
and satisfies certain distributive identities that relate 
those two operations. In an attempt to generalize the notion 
of a ring, we observe the following 
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Theorem 1 ; The infinite cyclic m-group (m-l)Z+1 is 
closed with respect to the usual binary multiplication of 
integers. 
Proof; Let and Zg be any elements of (m-l)Z+1. Then 
= k^ (m-1)+1 and Zg = kgCm-l)+1. Hence we have 
p 
Z^ Z2 = k^ kgCm—1) +k^ (m—1)+k2(m—1)+1 
= (k^kgfm- l j +kyfkgjtm- i y+ l . / /  
Since (m-1)Z+1 is a subset of Z, tne usual distributivity 
conditions are inherited. That is, 
a(b^ + ... +bjjj) = ab^ + ... +abj^  
and (b^ + ... +bjjj)a = b^ a+ ... +bg^ a. 
We abstract this example for 
Definition 2; An m-ring (M, [],"",()) is a set M 
together with an m-ary operation [ ], a unary operation and 
a binary operation ( ) such that 
i) (M, [ ], ~) is an Abelian m-group. 
ii) (M, ( )) is a semigroup. 
iii) the following distributive laws hold: 
(a[b^  ... b^ ]) = [(ab^ ) ... (ab^ )^] 
([b^  ... b^ Ja) = [(b^ a) ... (b^ a)]. 
In addition to the infinite cyclic m-group, any ring is 
an m-ring under extended addition. For any given Abelian 
m-group M, the set Horn (M,M) of all endomorphisms of M forms 
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a ring by defining the operations as follows: 
i) [f^  ... f^ lCx) = [f^ (x) ... f^ jCx)] 
ii) 7(x) = flxj 
iii) (f^fgitx) = f^ofgCx). 
s Finally, the set P = R of all functions from an arbitrary 
set S into an arbitrary m-ring R forms an m-ring by defining 
the operations as follows: 
i) [f^  ... fjji](x) = [f-|(x) ... fjnCx)] 
ii) 7(x) = fix) 
iii) (f^ f2)(x) = (f^ CxjfgCx)). 
By placing additional conditions on the semigroup structure of 
an m-ring, we obtain the following structures. 
Definition An m-ring with identity (M, [ j, ( ), 1) 
is an m-ring whose semigroup is a monoid. 
Definition £: An m-integral domain is an m-ring with 
identity such that the cancellation laws hold. That is, 
a = b iff (ax) = (bx) iff (xa) = (xb). 
Since the infinite cyclic m-group (m-ring) has the 
multiplicative identity 1 and satisfies the cancellation laws, 
it is an m-integral domain. The m-ring of endomorphisms of 
an Abelian m-group has an identity element (the identity 
endomorphism) but may not satisfy the cancellation laws. The 
m-ring S has an identity or satisfies the cancellation laws 
iff R does. 
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Definition An element a of an m-ring R is called a 
zero iff (ax) = a = (xa) for all xeR. 
An m-ring need have no zeros as, for example, the infinite 
cyclic m-ring. 
Definition 6: An m-field P is an m-integral domain in 
which every non-zero element has an inverse in the monoid 
structure of P. Further, the monoid is commutative. 
We have immediately that an m-field P which has no 
zeros may be considered to be an abstract algebra 
(P, 1, ~^ ). The fact that an m-field with no 
zeros is not a partial algebra may have interesting 
consequences. 
Definition 7: An m-field without zero is called a complete 
m-field. 
As an example of the foregoing, consider (m-l)Z+1 which 
is a commutative m-integral domain without zeros. The set of 
fractions 
P = ^ p/q| p, qt(m-l)Z+l} 
is a complete m-field with operations defined as follows: 
[p/q, ... P^ qJ = [tPiq2 ••• Sm) ••• ••• 
((^ 1 ••• 
p/q = (<-1>p)/q 
(p-i/q-i pg/q^ ) = CP1P2) / (4142) 
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(?A)~^  = q/p-
In general, we may define a field of quotients P for an 
arbitrary commutative m-integral domain D and prove its 
existence and uniqueness. Furthermore, if D is without zeros, 
then ? is complete. 
As an additional area for inverstigation, consider the 
following 
Definition 8: Let R be an m-ring with identity. An 
m-niodule over R (X, [ J, is an Abelian m-group 
together with a family of unary operations indexed 
over R and satisfying; 
iv) U^(a) = a. 
As examples of m-modules, we have the following. Any 
Abelian m-group is an m-module over (m-1)Z+1 with the unary 
operations defined as follows: 
i) ••• ) — [Up(a^ ) ... 
ii) U _ (a) = [U„ (a) ... U (a)] 
a 
[a"] , n > 0> 
a 
[a^ a^ J , n < < - 1 > ,  
p(2-m)+q = <n>. 
n = <.0> 
n = <-1> 
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Any a-ring with identity R is an m-module over any subring S 
(with identity) where 
Ug(r) = (sr). 
The possible establishment of Post coset-like theorems 
as well as determining which properties these structures share 
witn their binary counterparts will be the basis for additional 
research. 
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